Don’t just take
our word for it...
You’ve heard from us, now take it from the people who have
used our services and have been thrilled with the results!
Bush & Campbell Accountants

Wagga Trucks

“Bush & Campbell Accountants run a busy office in Wagga
Wagga with a team of around 50. With rising power prices,
our electricity costs were going through the roof. Running air
conditioning and heating systems, lighting, desktop computers
with multiple screens and multiple servers for our business
means we use an enormous amount of power, all during peak
daylight hours.

Established in 1997, Wagga Trucks is a family owned and operated
business, which has grown to be one of the largest used truck
dealers in regional Australia. Owner, Matt Shaw saw an opportunity
to capitalise on energy costs by converting to solar power and
immediately contacted Solar Professionals.

“We decided that we needed an alternative source of power and
solar was the answer. We commissioned quotes from a number
of providers but choosing Solar Professionals was an easy
decision because they are a client of ours and their solution was
the most cost effective, straightforward and simple.
“We now have a 40.5KW solar power system installed on
the roof of our Wagga office and the cost savings for Bush
& Campbell has been fantastic. At current performance the
system will pay for itself within three years and we just wish we
had made the switch to solar earlier.”
Amanda Powell, Director, Bush & Campbell Accountants

“I contacted Solar Professionals for a quote after seeing a number
of their residential and commercial installations in the Wagga area.
They are one of the largest solar providers in the Riverina and were
able to manage the project end to end.
“As we utilise our power during the peak daylight hours of 10am –
3pm, our electricity bill was constantly on the rise. Since installing
the system, our power bills have been reduced and have remained
at a controlled level.
“Working with Solar Professionals was easy: they were great to
deal with and I’d recommend anyone in business who is looking to
lock out the rising energy costs to give them a call.”
Matt Shaw, Owner, Wagga Trucks

Ron Crouch Transport
Wagga Wagga based trucking company, Ron Crouch Transport,
services country NSW and major cities on the eastern sea board.
With the ever rising cost of electricity they took the opportunity to
explore alternative energy options.
Robyn Mulqueeney, Corporate Services Manager, explains how
they made the switch to solar: “Solar is a more cost effective way
for us to power our business, particularly in light of rising electricity
prices and the uncertainty of future price hikes.
“As a local business, we too like to support fellow local businesses
where we can and as such we engaged the assistance of local
provider, Solar Professionals, to manage our install.
“We couldn’t be happier with the result. Solar Professionals took
the time to understand our business by conducting a detailed
analysis of what our energy requirements were and provided a
tailored solution. I would recommend businesses in the Riverina
looking to make the switch as we did get in touch with Solar
Professionals.”
Robyn Mulqueeney, Corporate Services Manager,
Ron Crouch Transport
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NSW Department of Education
and Communities (DEC)
Cost savings and reducing carbon footprint were the driving
forces behind the Riverina DEC team wanting to go solar.
As the team had not gone through this process before, they
needed to engage the assistance of a company that had a
seamless process in place and could provide end-to-end
management of the installation.
Jarrod Maher, DEC Riverina Project Manager contracted Solar
Professionals to complete the installation of a 30KW system at
a school in Albury.
“Solar Professionals’ ability and professionalism really got us
over the line. They were more than happy to assist with the
administrative side to get the necessary departmental approvals
in addition to completing the installation without any fuss
whatsoever.
“We couldn’t be more delighted with the result. The school’s
power bill has reduced and we are proud to say we have
significantly reduced our carbon footprint. Further, we’ve had no
maintenance issues or recalls since the system was installed.”
Jarrod Maher, Riverina Project Manager,
NSW Department of Education and Communities (DEC)

Kotzur
By 2012, Kotzur’s unit cost for electricity had increased by a
staggering 92% in five years. This, combined with predictions
of further increases of 10-15% per annum, meant it was time to
consider off-grid electricity sources.
“We quickly found that many of the large solar providers we
approached were merely project management businesses who
would contract from a pool of installation providers. This meant
the provider contracted for the project would not actually be
carrying out the installation.
“With Solar Professionals we knew we would be dealing with
one company, also based in the Riverina, for the entire project
– from design to installation and ongoing maintenance. They
were honest, straight to the point, responded to our questions
promptly and were open and transparent with their calculations
and modelling.
“Kotzur’s solar power system has a total registered capacity of
400KW. To date, the total output of the first stage of the project
which has been installed and commissioned is 226KW, making it
the largest single metered solar system on the Essential Energy
NSW network.
“The biggest benefit to us from the installation has been a
reduction in energy consumption from the grid and power costs
of over 50%. In addition, from a corporate social responsibility
perspective, we have received a lot of positive exposure from
making the switch to solar.”
Cohen Vanderline, Accountant, Kotzur

Mercury Motor Inn
“With electricity prices getting ridiculously high and the ongoing
expense of running power-hungry devices, like air conditioning
and fridges, as well as the motel laundry, we decided it was time
to switch to solar power.
“Thanks to Solar Professionals the Mercury Motor Inn now has
a 20KW solar power system installed on the roof, which has
really made a difference in reducing our electricity bill, even with
further recent price increases.
“Solar Professionals was personally recommended to us and
worked hard to make sure we got a good deal. Working with
them has been great and we’ve been especially impressed
with their after sales service. They have gone out of their way
to firstly plan an efficient installation for us and then also have
personally helped us work out other ways to reduce our power
expenditure.”
Michael Pembleton, Owner, Mercury Motor Inn
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